Introduction {#s1}
============

Actin is one of the most abundant proteins in eukaryotic cells and is important for numerous functions regulated by interactions with many other proteins ([@bib43]; [@bib11]; [@bib3]). The dynamic actin network in the cell cortex enables cells to maintain specific shapes in addition to supporting the plasma membrane. Actin filaments in lamellipodia drive cellular movements, and contractile rings of actin filaments are responsible for cytokinesis ([@bib6]). Transitions of actin between monomeric and filamentous states is a key feature of these dynamic systems ([@bib43]).

Formins regulate actin assembly by nucleating and directing the elongation of unbranched actin filaments ([@bib20]). Formin malfunctions are associated with cancer ([@bib15]; [@bib14]; [@bib31]; [@bib45]) and immune disorders ([@bib7]), so characterizing formins is crucial for understanding these important diseases.

Formins consist of multiple domains, including a conserved formin homology 2 (FH2) domain that self-associates in a head-to-tail manner to form a homodimer that stabilizes actin filament nuclei ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). FH2 dimers stay processively associated with the filament's barbed end by 'stepping' onto actin subunits as they incorporate into the growing filament. FH1 domains are located directly N-terminal to the FH2 domain and consist of flexible regions connecting multiple polyproline tracks that each bind a profilin-actin complex. Diffusive motions of the FH1 domains allow actin to transfer rapidly onto the barbed end.

![Processive association of formin with the barbed end of a growing filament.\
(**A**) End-on and side views of formin FH1FH2 domains interacting with the barbed end of an actin filament (gray) in closed (FH2 domain in red color) and open (FH2 domain in green color) states. The black curved lines represent FH1 domains. (**B**) The addition of an actin subunit (orange) from the bulk solution to the filament end, and stepping of an FH2 domain (green) onto the newly added actin subunit.](elife-37342-fig1){#fig1}

Actin filament barbed ends associated with a formin FH2 domain elongate slower than free barbed ends ([@bib39]; [@bib26]). This effect is considered to arise from 'gating,' a rapid equilibrium between an 'open state' (when an actin subunit can bind the barbed end) and a 'closed state' (when the barbed end is blocked) ([@bib39]; [@bib26]; [@bib52]). The fraction of time that a barbed end is in an 'open' state is defined as the gating factor, which ranges from \~0.95 for mammalian formin mDia1 to \~0.5--0.7 for budding yeast formin Bni1 and to \~0.05 for fission yeast formin Cdc12 ([@bib26]; [@bib22]; [@bib34]). Thus, barbed ends with mDia1 are mostly in an 'open' state that does not slow elongation, while barbed ends with Cdc12 are mostly closed, strongly inhibiting elongation. Rapid transfer of actin from FH1 domains onto open barbed ends allows filaments to elongate rapidly, in spite of gating ([@bib5]; [@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib53]).

Two mechanisms are proposed for formins to gate the barbed end ([@bib40]; [@bib37]; [@bib44]; [@bib56]; [@bib19]). In a closed state, the formin might sterically interfere with the incoming actin subunit and/or distort the barbed end of the filament to compromise binding. An open state is assumed to have no steric interference from the FH2 domain to an incoming monomer binding between the terminal and penultimate subunits (A2 and A3 in the nomenclature in [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Some ([@bib38]; [@bib40]) but not all ([@bib37]; [@bib19]) models assume that an open end of the filament has the natural 167° helical twist that is favorable for adding a subunit. Most models assume a rapid equilibrium between open and closed states but differ in detail. The original crystal structure of the Bni1 FH2 dimer ([@bib56]) suggested that the trailing FH2 domain sterically blocks subunit addition. The structure of Bni1 FH2 domains bound to actin with a 180° twist ([@bib37]) revealed that FH2 domains can not only interfere sterically with elongation but also distort the filament into flattened helical twists \> 167° that are unfavorable for subunit addition. Our study addresses the contributions of steric blocking and helix distortion to gating.

![Homology models of FH2 domains on the barbed end of actin filaments.\
(**A**) Overall quality of the homology models of Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains after 200 ns of MD simulations. The graph compares the z-scores of the three homology models with the z-scores of all experimentally determined native proteins from Protein Data Bank. (**B, C**) Ribbon diagrams of a dimer of Cdc12 FH2 domains interacting with the barbed end of a space-filling model of an actin filament seven-mer in the state before the formin steps onto the newly added actin subunit A1 on the barbed end. The actin subunits are numbered from A1 to A7, starting from the barbed end. (**B**) Side view. (**C**) View from the barbed end without subunit A1 and with labels on the regions of FH2 domains. (**D**) The root mean square deviations (RMSD) of C-alpha atoms over time during the all-atom MD simulations of dimers of FH2 domains of Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 on an actin seven-mer. The first 160 ns of the trajectory for Bni1 is from [@bib2]. The trajectories of the whole complex, FH2 domains and linkers are displayed in different colors. (**E, F**) Structural alignment of ribbon diagrams taken at the end of 200 ns all-atom simulations of the FH2 domains of Bni1, Cdc12 and mDia1 associated with the actin filament seven-mer. Structural features are labeled. (**E**) Views from the barbed end with actin subunits A2 and A3 in the upper panel. The FHL and FHT domains are shown separately by aligning the coiled-coil regions in the lower panel. Superimposed features are shown in gray and features that differ between the three formins are color-coded. The actin filaments are not aligned and only shown to guide the location of formins. (**F**) The superimposed ribbon diagrams of the separate parts of the FH2 domains of the three formins.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.004Figure 2---source data 1.Cdc12 FH2 interacting with a seven-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of Cdc12 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of seven actin subunits, obtained at 500 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.005Figure 2---source data 2.Bni1 FH2 interacting with a seven-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of Bni1 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of seven actin subunits, obtained at 500 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.006Figure 2---source data 3.mDia1 FH2 interacting with a seven-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of mDia1 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of seven actin subunits, obtained at 500 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.007Figure 2---source data 4.Cdc12 FH2 interacting with a five-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of Cdc12 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of five actin subunits, obtained at 350 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.008Figure 2---source data 5.Bni1 FH2 interacting with a five-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of Bni1 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of five actin subunits, obtained at 350 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.009Figure 2---source data 6.mDia1 FH2 interacting with a five-mer filament.PDB file of the structure of mDia1 FH2 domain interacting with an actin filament composed of five actin subunits, obtained at 350 ns of the all-atom MD simulation.](elife-37342-fig2){#fig2}

A separate issue closely related to gating is how FH2 domains move on the barbed end as the filament elongates. In 'stair-stepping' models ([@bib37]; [@bib56]; [@bib19]) one FH2 domain remains associated with the terminal and penultimate subunits (A2 and A3 in in [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), while the other FH2 domain alternates between two positions. When bound to the A3 and A4 subunits, this trailing FH2 domain distorts the helix and interferes with subunit addition. When the trailing FH2 steps forward, its knob binds subunit A2 and its post dissociates from the barbed end to open the end for subunit addition. Stair-stepping models assume that the dissociated FH2 does not interfere sterically and that the incoming subunit can bind the flattened end. The 'stepping second' model ([@bib38]; [@bib40]) proposes that both FH2 domains remain bound to subunits A2, A3 and A4 during a rapid equilibrium between open states with a helical twist close to 167° and little or no steric blocking and closed states with steric blocking and/or unfavorable helical twists. When an end is open, a new subunit can bind, followed by rapid, reliable stepping of the trailing FH2 domain onto the new subunit. An interesting variation of stepping second assumes that the formin dimer transitions from being bound to the three terminal subunits to binding only the two subunits closest to the barbed end, prior to subunit addition and final displacement of the trailing FH2 onto the new subunit ([@bib49]). A fourth model assumes that the pair of FH2 domains moves in a screw-like fashion along the short-pitch helix of the elongating actin filament ([@bib47]). The relationship of this mechanism to gating is unclear.

Understanding the mechanism of gating is important, because gating influences subunit addition from both solution and from FH1 domains ([@bib26]; [@bib52]; [@bib38]; [@bib35]; [@bib8]; [@bib21]). Given the large body of experimental work without mechanistic tests, we sought to identify the gating mechanism of formins by examining three formins with different gating factors, mDia1, Bni1 and Cdc12. We used both all-atom (AA) and coarse-grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) as well as enhanced free-energy sampling simulation techniques to examine the interactions between the FH2 domains of these formins with an actin filament. We found that both steric blocking and distortion of the barbed end can contribute to gating with implications for both the 'stair-stepping' and 'stepping second' models of processive elongation.

Results {#s2}
=======

Homology models of FH2 domains associated with actin filament barbed ends {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first step in our comparison of the three formins was to build homology models of Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains bound to actin, for which no structures are yet available. We based the new models on the only detailed model of FH2 domains bound to an actin filament barbed end ([@bib2]). This model of the Bni1 FH2 domain at the barbed end of a filament consisting of seven actin subunits was based on a co-crystal structure of Bni1 FH2 and actin with a twist angle of 180° ([@bib37]) and an X-ray fiber diffraction model of the actin filament with a twist angle of 167° ([@bib36]). [@bib2] used the intermolecular contacts in the crystal structure to place the FH2 domains on the 167° barbed end and refined the model with 160 ns of AA MD simulations, during which conformational changes closed the contacts between the FH2 domains and actin, and flattened the helical twist at the barbed end of the filament. A 3.4 Å crystal structure of a dimer of FMNL3 FH2 domains bound to actin has contacts between the FMNL3 FH2 domain and actin similar to those of the Bni1-FH2 domains ([@bib49]). However, this structure has a two-fold axis of symmetry between physically separated actin subunits, so it is less informative regarding the structure of FH2 domains bound to a helical actin filament than the Bni1-FH2-actin structure, upon which [@bib2] and we based our models for MD simulations.

We created homology models of Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains based on the crystal structure of the Bni1 FH2 domain and used Baker's model of the Bni1 FH2-actin filament ([@bib2]) to align these FH2 models on the end of a filament consisting of seven subunits (see the Materials and methods section for details). The FH2-actin complexes were solvated, ionized and then refined by extensive AA MD simulations ([@bib2]). These models with an FH2 dimer on subunits A2, A3 and A4 of a seven-subunit filament correspond to the conformation immediately after the addition of a new actin subunit A1. We used 200 ns AA simulations to assess the quality and stability of the homology models, to document the contacts between FH2 domains and actin, and to determine differences between the three FH2 domains interacting with actin. After 200 ns of simulation, we created structures corresponding to the step before the addition of subunit A1 by removing subunit A1 from the barbed ends of the models of the three seven-mer filaments. For computational efficiency, we also removed actin subunit A7 at the pointed end, leaving five actin subunits in the filament. The FH2 domains are associated with the same subunits in the five-mer model and the Otomo 'blocked, n state' ([@bib37]). This state is assumed to be blocked in the crystal structure of Otomo et al., so the trailing FH2 domain must step off the end of the filament to the 'accessible n state' before a new subunit can bind and return the end to the 'blocked, n + 1 state.' We did not simulate the 'accessible n state.' We extended the AA simulations of seven-mer and five-mer filaments to assess steric interference between the FH2 dimers and actin subunits binding to the barbed end of the filament and to determine how the FH2 domains influence the geometry of the terminal actin subunits. Coarse-grained (CG) simulations of the FH2-actin models allowed us to study deviations from their initial configurations at time scales beyond the current range of the AA simulations.

Evaluation of the models of FH2 dimers on actin filament seven-mers after all-atom MD simulations {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the end of the 200 ns simulations, the total energies of the three models of formin dimers interacting with actin filaments (calculated by ProSA \[[@bib54]\]) were within the range of protein structures in the PDB determined by X-ray crystallography and NMR ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The z-scores indicate that the Bni1 model (z-score = −8.9) is the most accurate (as it is based on a crystal structure), and Cdc12 (z-score = −7.69) is more accurate than mDia1 (z-score = −6.45), because the sequence of the Bni1 template model is more similar to the Cdc12 model than the mDia1 model. The z-score is calculated by taking both structural features and the sequences of FH2 domains into account. Forcing the FH2 primary sequence to fold into a structure other than an FH2 domain will give a z-score outside the range of high-quality structures.

The models of the three formin/actin systems obtained from the AA simulations are very similar ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All three models have the FHL (leading FH2 domain) and FHT (trailing FH2 domain) positioned head-to-tail to form a donut-like shape around the barbed end of an actin filament with seven subunits ([@bib37]). [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the FH2 domain of Cdc12 interacting with the barbed end of an actin filament with the FHL domain engaged with actin A2 and the FHT domain engaged with actin A3, prior to FHT stepping onto the newly added actin subunit A1 at the barbed-end. Each FH2 subunit consists of helical knob and post regions connected by a three-helix bundle (coiled-coil). The N-terminal lasso region of each subunit encircles the post of the other subunit and is connected to the knob of its own subunit by a flexible linker ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The coiled-coil and post regions of the FH2 domains of the three formins align quite well ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), while other regions differ locally ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The lasso regions of the FH2 domains have similar circular conformations, but the mDia1 FH2 lasso lacks a helix found in Cdc12 and Bni1. The helical parts of the linker regions align quite well with each other, but the unstructured parts differ in length and conformation. The knob regions align the least well. The mDia1 knob has fewer helices than the Cdc12 and Bni1 knobs. Also, the locations of the helices and loops in the mDia1 knobs differ much more than those in the knobs of the other two formins.

Do FH2 domains interfere sterically with the addition of an actin subunit at the barbed end? {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used AA simulations to test the steric blocking hypothesis for gating. The Baker et al. simulations ([@bib2]) of Bni1 brought the FHL and FHT domains into much closer contact with the actin subunits at the barbed end including small overlaps of the FHL domain with incoming actin subunit +A1 placed on the barbed end of the filament with the Oda filament ([@bib36]) geometry. We measured the volume fraction of this overlap by determining which C-alpha atoms of FHL and actin subunit +A1 were separated by \<4 Å (the diameter of a C-alpha atom). The models of the other two formins were based on the Bni1 model after 160 ns of simulation ([@bib2]), so their FH2 domains overlapped the +A1 site to the same extent as Bni1 at the beginning of the simulations ([Figure 3A,B,C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). During the remainder of the 500 ns AA simulations, steric interference with subunit +A1 increased for Cdc12 and decreased for mDia1, with Bni1 in between ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Steric clashes of FH2 dimers with incoming actin subunits during all-atom simulations of seven-mer and five-mer filaments.\
(**A--C**) FH2 dimers on seven-mer filaments including actin A1. (**A**) Time course of volume fractions of actin subunit (+A1) occupied by FHL during 500 ns simulations. Measurements start at 0 ns for Cdc12 and mDia1, and at 160 ns for Bni1. (**B, C**) Ribbon diagrams of Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains interacting with the barbed end of a space-filling model of an actin filament at the beginning (left) and at the 200 ns (middle) MD simulations. In the models on the right, red actin subunit +A1 was added at the end of the simulations. (**B**) Side views. (**C**) Views from the barbed end. (**D, E**) FH2 dimers on five-mer filaments without actin subunits A1 and A7. Time courses of volume fractions of incoming actin subunit (**A1**) occupied by FHT during (**D**) 350 ns simulations for the first replicas and (**E**) 200 ns simulations for the second replicas. The initial structures were generated by removing subunits A1 and A7 at the end of 200 ns all-atom simulations of seven-mer filaments from (**A--C**). FH2 dimers on a five-mer filament without actins A1 and A7 is shown in the inset.](elife-37342-fig3){#fig3}

During two rounds of AA simulations of five-mer filaments lacking subunit A1, the steric interference of FHT with the site where subunit A1 binds increased to high levels for Cdc12 and fluctuated between none and low levels for Bni1 and mDia1 ([Figure 3D,E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fractions of the time when FHT occupied \>1% of the volume fraction of A1 in the two replicates (350 ns for the first replicate and 200 ns for the second replicate) were, respectively, 64% and 21% for Cdc12, 19% and 18% for Bni1 and 4% and 2% for mDia1. Thus, both FHL and FHT of Cdc12 created more steric interference for subunit addition than Bni1 or mDia1.

How do the three formin FH2 domains influence the helical twist of the barbed end? {#s2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested the hypothesis that gating is caused by FH2 domains flattening the helical twist of the barbed end of the filament ([@bib38]; [@bib40]) with three simulation experiments: (1) extended AA simulations of seven-mer filaments (representing the state following subunit addition); and (2) AA simulations and (3) metadynamics ([@bib28]; [@bib10]) simulations of the five-mer filaments (representing the state prior to subunit addition).

### AA simulations of 7-mers {#s2-4-1}

During the first 100 ns of the simulations with each of the formins, the root mean-squared deviations (RMSD) of the alpha-carbon atoms changed before stabilizing ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The Bni1 FH2-actin complex changed the most during this time ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, from Baker et al. \[[@bib2]\]), since the model actin filament started with a 167° twist and the FH2 contacts came from a co-crystal structure with a 180° twist of the actin helix. In the Baker simulations of Bni1 FH2 domains ([@bib2]), the twist angle relaxed from 167° to \~172°, the conformation used here for the homology models of Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains. The RMSDs of these filaments with Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains changed less than Bni1 during the first 100 ns of simulations ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

During the subsequent 400 ns of AA MD simulations, the actin filament seven-mer with mDia1 FH2 relaxed toward twist angles more favorable for binding an incoming actin subunit than filaments with Bni1 or Cdc12 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The twist angles between the first two pairs of subunits of all three samples decreased continuously from \~172° ([Figure 4D,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) as they fluctuated on shorter time scales ([Figure 4A--C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The angles between the first and second pairs of actin subunits were strongly correlated. After 500 ns of simulations, the twist angles of the terminal actin subunits associated with the mDia1 FH2 (twist~A1-A2~ = 169.4°±0.7° and twist~A2-A3~ = 167.2°±1.1°, means ± SD) were close to 167° while those associated with Cdc12 (twist~A1-A2~ = 171.3° ± 0.4° and twist~A2-A3~ = 169.6° ± 0.5°) or Bni1 (twist~A1-A2~ = 170.7° ± 0.4° and twist~A2-A3~ = 170.2° ± 0.5°) FH2 fluctuated mostly in the angle range of 169--173° ([Figure 4E,G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The angles between subunits further from the barbed end were more variable during the 500 ns AA simulations ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The pointed end subunits (twist angles between A6-A7 and A5-A6) were close to 167° on average as they are in the middle of long actin filaments, but they varied more over time due to the presence of fewer neighboring subunits. Therefore, the FH2 domains of Cdc12 and Bni1 only flattened the end of the filament locally.

![Effect of FH2 domains on the barbed end configurations of actin seven-mer filaments.\
The panels show helical twist angles between subunits at the barbed ends of actin filaments associated with three different formin FH2 dimers during all-atom MD simulations. (**A--C**) The angles between the actin subunits (**A1--A2 and A2--A3**) as a function of time. The measurements start after initial equilibrations ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) at 100 ns for Cdc12 and mDia1 or at 160 ns for Bni1. (**D--G**) Comparison of the distributions of angles between actin subunits A1-A2 and A2-A3 during two different time intervals. (**D, F**) t = 100--150 ns for Cdc12 and mDia1, and t = 160--210 ns for Bni1. (**E, G**) t = 450--500 ns for all systems.\
10.7554/eLife.37342.013Figure 4---source data 1.Twist angles between actin subunits as a function of time.Helical twist angles between subunits of seven-mer filaments (**A1--A2, A2--A3, A3--A4, A4--A5 and A5--A6**) associated with three different formin FH2 dimers during all-atom MD simulations. The angles are outputted at every 40 ps during the time intervals given in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-37342-fig4){#fig4}

### AA simulations of 5-mers {#s2-4-2}

Two separate AA simulations of five-mer filaments revealed that each of the three formin FH2 domains favors distinctly different twist angles between subunits A2 and A3, the two subunits that form the binding site for incoming subunit A1 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The most probable twist angles in the two replicates were 168.2° ± 0.5° and 170.3° ± 0.7° for mDia1, 172.2° ± 0.8° and 171.6° ± 1.2° for Bni1 and 173.9° ± 0.8° and 175.1° ± 0.7° for Cdc12 ([Figure 5B,C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) with fluctuations for each over a range of about 4°. The maximum difference in the twist angles at the actin barbed ends interacting with Cdc12 and mDia1 reached up to 9° during these simulations. Therefore, mDia1 FH2 favored the 'open' configuration of barbed ends awaiting the association of a subunit, while Cdc12 favored twist angles that compromise subunit addition.

![Effect of FH2 domains on the barbed end configurations of actin five-mer filaments before the addition of actin subunit A1.\
(**A**) The helical twist angles between actin subunits A2 and A3 as a function of time during 350 ns of all-atom MD simulations (replica 1) of the FH2 domains of Bni1, Cdc12 and mDia1 associated with the actin filament five-mer consisting of subunits A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. The initial structures in these simulations were generated by removing subunits A1 and A7 at the end of 200 ns all-atom simulations of the FH2 domains of Bni1, Cdc12 and mDia1 associated with the actin filament seven-mer. (**B, C**) Comparison of the distributions of angles between actin subunits A2 and A3 during the last time intervals of two independent simulations (replica 1 and replica 2). (**B**) The last 50 ns of the 350 ns simulations. (**C**) The last 20 ns of the 200 ns simulations. (**D--F**) The number of contacts between the lasso, knob and post regions of the FH2 domains and actin subunits A2 and A3 as a function of time during 350 ns of the all-atom MD simulations (replica 1).\
10.7554/eLife.37342.017Figure 5---source data 1.Twist angles between actin subunits as a function of time.Helical twist angles between subunits of five-mer filaments (**A2--A3, A3--A4 and A4--A5**) associated with three different formin FH2 dimers during all-atom MD of two independent simulations (replica 1 and replica 2). The angles are outputted at every 20 ps during the time intervals given in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.](elife-37342-fig5){#fig5}

### MB-MetaD simulations of 5-mers {#s2-4-3}

We used a new metadynamics enhanced free-energy sampling method called Metabasin Metadynamics (MBMetaD) ([@bib10]) for two independent simulations of five-mer filaments to investigate the mobility of FH2 domains on barbed ends and the influence of FH2 domains on the twist angle between subunits A2 and A3. The five-mer filaments were generated by removing actin subunit A1 from the barbed end and A7 from the pointed end of the seven-mer filament at the end of the first 200 ns of AA simulations ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, inset). MB-MetaD adds time-dependent Gaussian 'hill' potentials to the energy landscape to discourage the system from visiting already-sampled states and this enabled FH2 domains to escape from their initial conformations. This simulation approach enhances sampling by increasing transition rates between positions in a system's free-energy landscape, making it feasible to investigate physical phenomena inaccessible by standard AA MD. These energy states are of interest, because strong intermolecular interactions may create energy barriers that trap FH2 domains in 'closed' or 'open' states on the filament. Thus, MetaD simulations tested the reliability of the simulations of the homology models by sampling a wider range of conformations independent of their initial configurations.

The 80 ns MB-MetaD simulations confirmed that mDia1 FH2 favored 'open' twist angles near 168°, while the Cdc12 FH2 favored the 'closed' twist angles \> 170° ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The Bni1 FH2 favored intermediate twist angles but the distribution resembled mDia1 more than Cdc12.

![Free-energy sampling of the conformational mobility of FHT domains interacting with five-mer filaments.\
(**A**) Two independent metabasin metadynamics (MBMetaD) simulations for each formin were carried out (run for 80 ns) to understand the conformational mobility of the FHT domain. The collective variables (CVs) defined in (**B**) were selected to describe the mobility of the FHT domain in the region of the incoming actin subunit A1 (shown by dashed black lines). The first CV (CV1) is the distance between the center of mass (COM) of FHT knob and the COM of actin subunit A2. CV2 is the distance between the COM of the FHT post and the COM of actin subunit A2. Initial distances from the knob and post to the COM of A2 are marked with 'X'. If a larger area was favored to be explored, that would mean that the incoming actin monomer could be more easily accommodated into the barbed end as the rearrangement of the FHT domain requires a lower energy barrier. (**B**) Space-filling models of the barbed end of the filament (subunit A2 is yellow and subunit A3 is brown) and ribbon diagrams of the FH2 domains of Cdc12 (green with the knob and post of FHT in purple). (**C**) The distributions of angles between actin subunits A2 and A3 during two independent MBMetaD simulations.](elife-37342-fig6){#fig6}

How do interactions of FH2 domains with barbed ends explain the range of gating factors? {#s2-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used the results of our simulations to examine in detail how each formin interacts with actin subunits at the barbed end of a filament. We considered buried surface area, contacts and salt bridges.

### Buried surface area {#s2-5-1}

During the last 20 ns of the 200 ns AA simulations, contacts between the FH2 domains and actin filament buried the following total surface areas: Cdc12 FHL 5493 ± 341 Å^2^ (mean ± SD), Cdc12 FHT 5232 ± 207 Å^2^, Cdc12 total 10,725 Å^2^; Bni1 FHL 4752 ± 205 Å^2^, Bni1 FHT 5364 ± 247 Å^2^, Bni1 total 10,116 Å^2^; and mDia1 FHL 4938 ± 212 Å^2^, mDia1 FHT 5635 ± 250 Å^2^, mDia1 total 10,573 Å^2^. Thus, the differences in buried surface area do not correlate with the gating factors.

### Contacts {#s2-5-2}

We measured the contacts between all residues of the three FH2 domains and both five-mer ([Figure 5D--F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and seven-mer ([Figure 7A--F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) actin filaments as well as the total nonbonded interaction energies (sum of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions) of these contacts ([Figure 7G--I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Owing to the symmetry of the FH2 dimers, the contacts of FHL with A1 and A2 resembled the contacts of FHT with A2 and A3. FHT made more contacts than FHL, because of the presence of the terminal subunit A1 in seven-mer filaments. The lasso, linker, knob and post regions of both FH2 domains of all three formins contributed to these contacts with the actin filament, with major contacts between FHT and A1 and A3 and between FHL and A2. Mutations of formin FMNL3 had implicated the post and lasso regions in gating: mutations K800A and R782A in the post and R570A in the lasso slowed actin filament elongation, presumably by decreasing the gating factor of \~0.4 ([@bib49]). Although the knob regions are the most variable part of the FH2 domains, they made the most extensive contacts with actin filaments, especially with the barbed end grooves of subunits A2 (by FHL) and A3 (by FHT).

![Interactions of FH2 domains with actin filament seven-mers.\
The time-averaged number of contacts over the last 20 ns of the 200 ns simulations between the three actin subunits at the barbed ends of the filaments and the FH2 domains of mDia1 (red), Bni1 (blue) and Cdc12 (green). The actin subunits are numbered from 1 to 3, starting with the newly added A1 subunit. (**A, B**) A1 actin subunits; (**C, D**) A2 actin subunits; and (**E, F**) A3 actin subunits. (**A, C, E**) show the contacts of the FHL domains and (**B, D, F**) show the contacts of the FHT domains. A pair of residues was considered to be in contact if the distance between their C-alpha atoms was ≤12 Å. (**G**) View from the pointed end of the structural alignment of FH2 domains taken from the end of 200 ns all-atom simulations of Bni1, Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains interacting with an actin filament seven-mer. The orange lines point to the knA and knB helices of mDia1, Cdc12 and Bni1 FH2 domains. (**H, I**) Total nonbonded interaction energy (sum of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions) between (**H**) FHL (leading) and (**I**) FHT (trailing) knob helices of mDia1, Bni1, Cdc12 formins and the barbed end of actin subunits A2 and A3.](elife-37342-fig7){#fig7}

During AA simulations of five-mer filaments, flattening of the barbed end by Cdc12 FH2 was strongly correlated with the number of contacts between actin subunits A2 and A3 and the post regions of both FHT and FHL ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The sharp increase in the number of contacts for twist angles \> 173° was also seen as an abrupt change in the time course data in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (blue line is contacts between FHL post and A2). This correlation does not establish causality, but the additional contacts may provide the free-energy change for the unfavorable change in the conformation of the filament. On the other hand, the contacts between the Cdc12 FH2 lasso or knob regions of Cdc12 and actin subunits A2 and A3 did not change as the filament flattened ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}). During these simulations, neither Bni1 nor mDia1 caused a large change in the twist angles or the numbers of contacts of the knob, lasso or post regions with actin ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Other than this behavior of Cdc12, extensive analysis of the contacts and interaction energies between the FH2 domains and actin filaments ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary file 4](#supp4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) did not show a simple, consistent correlation of the numbers of contacts or interaction energies with gating factors. Several measurements were not correlated with gating factors: the total interaction energy of Cdc12 was the largest (−713 kcal/mole), but interactions were stronger with mDia1 (−396 kcal/mole) than Bni1 (−204 kcal/mole); the lasso and post regions of mDia1 made fewer contacts with actin than Cdc12 and Bni1 ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}), while the linkers of mDia1 made more contacts than Cdc12 and Bni1; and the knob region of Bni1 FHT had fewer contacts with actin subunit A3 than Cdc12 and mDia1 FHT but more contacts with actin subunit A1.

### Salt bridges {#s2-5-3}

The AA simulations of both five-mer and seven-mer filaments revealed that the number of salt-bridges between the FH2 knobs and the barbed end groove of actin correlate with gating ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). At two time points in the simulations of seven-mer filaments and at the end of the simulation of five-mer filaments Cdc12 had more salt bridges occupied for large fractions of time than Bni1 or mDia1. Note that these salt bridges were dynamic. For example, the Cdc12 FH2 knob helices formed two additional salt bridges and the residues making some salt bridges rearranged between the middles and ends of the 500 ns AA MD simulations. The salt bridges varied more during simulations of the five-mer filaments ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}), but Cdc12 again formed more (nine) salt bridges with the actin barbed end groove than Bni1 (two) or mDia1 (one).

10.7554/eLife.37342.021

###### Stability of salt bridges between formin FH2 domains and actin subunits.

Stability was measured as the percent of the time that a salt bridge formed between knob helices of the three FH2 domains and actin barbed end grooves of actin subunits A2 or A3 during (A) the last 20 ns of AA simulations spanning 200 ns of seven-mer filaments, (B) the last 50 ns of the simulations spanning 500 ns of seven-mer filaments and (C) the last 50 ns of the simulations spanning 350 ns of five-mer filaments.

  Cdc12 knob helices/Actin barbed end groove                                     
  -------------------------------------------- ----- ------ ---- ------- ------- ------
  K1068                                        FHL   D25    A2   78.2    76.9    86.5
  E1090                                        FHL   R147   A2   \-      63.1    13.1
  E1093                                        FHL   R147   A2   99.4    \-      \-
  K1099                                        FHL   E167   A2   \-      \-      41.2
  K1105                                        FHL   E167   A2   \-      52.6    77.1
  K1107                                        FHL   E167   A2   41.5    \-      \-
  K1068                                        FHT   D25    A3   95.2    70.7    82.4
  K1072                                        FHT   D25    A3   64.3    71.4    85.3
  K1072                                        FHT   D24    A3   \-      15.6    12.8
  E1093                                        FHT   R147   A3   94.8    97.3    99.8
  K1099                                        FHT   E167   A3   \-      47.2    18.1
  Bni1 knob helices/Actin barbed end groove                                      
  E1463                                        FHL   R147   A2   83.6    89.5    88.6
  R1423                                        FHL   E167   A2   0.401   0.541   \-
  E1463                                        FHT   R147   A3   90.0    88.5    93.8
  K1467                                        FHT   E167   A3   97.4    95.7    \-
  mDia1 knob helices/Actin barbed end groove                                     
  R851                                         FHL   D25    A2   97.8    93.5    \-
  E871                                         FHL   R147   A2   8.42    18.8    \-
  K879                                         FHL   E167   A2   25.3    3.69    \-
  K838                                         FHT   E167   A3   98.6    98.6    25.7

During AA MD simulations of the seven-mer actin filaments the lasso/linker regions of the mDia1 FH2 domains formed more salt bridges with actins A1, A2 and A3, but both Cdc12 and Bni1 formed more long-lived salt bridges (i.e. occupied more than 70% of the time) ([Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}). Only aspartic acid (D363) in the A2 subunit of the actin filament formed a salt bridge with the lasso/linker regions of all three formins ([Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}). It was occupied 100% of the time in Cdc12, 85% in Bni1 and only 23% in mDia1.

10.7554/eLife.37342.022

###### Salt bridges between formin FH2 domains and actin subunits.

Percentage of the time that salt bridges formed between the lasso and linker regions of Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains and actin subunits during the last 20 ns of AA simulations spanning 200 ns of seven-mer filaments.

  FH2 residue   FH2 domain   Actin residue   Actin subunit   \% Formed
  ------------- ------------ --------------- --------------- -----------
  Cdc12/actin                                                
  R990          FHL-lasso    D363            A2              100\.
  K992          FHT-lasso    E125            A1              99.6
  K1038         FHL-linker   E99             A2              71.5
  K1041         FHL-linker   E100            A2              52.5
  K1045         FHL-linker   E2              A2              72.3
  K1045         FHL-linker   D3              A2              93.2
  K1046         FHL-linker   E4              A2              50.3
  K1038         FHT-linker   D363            A1              20.6
  Bni1/actin                                                 
  K1357         FHL-lasso    D363            A2              85.2
  K1357         FHT-lasso    D363            A1              23.0
  K1359         FHT-lasso    E125            A1              99.2
  R1402         FHL-linker   E99             A2              99.4
  E1403         FHL-linker   K359            A2              95.0
  K1410         FHL-linker   E4              A2              24.0
  K1410         FHL-linker   E100            A2              81.8
  K1412         FHL-linker   D3              A2              57.5
  R1402         FHT-linker   D363            A1              98.4
  mDia1/actin                                                
  R764          FHL-lasso    D363            A2              23.4
  K807          FHL-linker   E125            A2              49.9
  K813          FHL-linker   E4              A2              37.9
  K813          FHL-linker   E99             A2              20.4
  K826          FHL-linker   D3              A2              70.9
  K826          FHL-linker   E2              A2              43.3
  K827          FHL-linker   E2              A2              13.2
  K828          FHL-linker   E2              A2              11.4
  K807          FHT-linker   E125            A1              23.0
  K810          FHT-linker   E83             A1              43.7
  K810          FHT-linker   E125            A1              46.7
  K813          FHT-linker   D51             A1              99.0
  E816          FHT-linker   R37             A1              96.8
  K828          FHT-linker   E2              A3              25.1

### Energy barriers {#s2-5-4}

The MB-MetaD simulations revealed the free-energy barriers to motions of FH2 domains on the ends of filaments ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At the outset of the MB-MetaD simulations the steric clashes between the FHT domains of the three formins and the incoming actin subunit A1 differed (see [Figure 3D,E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), with the approximate initial distances from the knob and post to the center of mass of A2 marked with X in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The FHT domains must rearrange to escape from these steric clashes. The energy landscapes in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} showed that the FHT domain of Cdc12 was more confined by high-energy barriers (yellow and red regions) than Bni1 or mDia1. These high-energy barriers for conformational rearrangements restricted the FHT domain of Cdc12 to a smaller area of the conformational space (including those with steric clashes with A1) than the FHT domains of Bni1 and mDia1. The lower conformational mobility of the Cdc12 FH2 domain may be related to large numbers of salt bridges ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}) and correlates with a larger distortion of the barbed end ([Figure 6A,C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Since the strength of the interactions between FH2 domains and actin play a role in actin filament nucleation ([@bib2]), Cdc12 may be the best nucleator of these three formins.

Coarse-grained simulations over longer time scales {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------

We used simulations of coarse-grained (CG) models of FH2-actin structures to study deviations from their initial configurations at large spatiotemporal scales beyond the range of AA MD simulations. CG MD simulations can reveal essential intra- and inter-molecular interactions by approximating other non-essential interactions. CG simulations also allowed us to test the importance of electrostatic interactions at the FH2-bound barbed ends by varying the dielectric constant at the protein surfaces. The dielectric constant depends on the ionic strength in a complex way ([@bib29]), and there is no consensus on the effective dielectric constant at the protein-protein interface despite numerous investigations ([@bib46]; [@bib30]). Therefore, the dielectric constant at the protein-protein interface was varied to tune the strength of charge-charge interactions and investigate its effect on the behaviors of formin-actin complexes. Increasing the dielectric constant will reduce the effective electrostatic interactions between the formin and actin filament in the CG model, so this variable can be used to assess the role of electrostatic interactions in the conformations of formin FH2 domains at the barbed end of an actin filament.

We created CG models of actin--FH2 domain structures for Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 using essential dynamics coarse graining (EDCG) ([@bib59]). Hetero elastic network modeling (heteroENM) ([@bib32]) was used for the intramolecular interactions of the proteins, and the intermolecular interactions between the formins and the actin filaments were described by a combination of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions using Lennard Jones and Screened Coulomb (Yukawa) potentials (see Materials and methods section for the details). For example, the CG model of the Cdc12 FH2 domain consisted of 45 CG sites assigned by the ED-CG method ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) that were connected by heteroENM effective harmonic interactions ([Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) to match the RMSF of all-atom and CG simulations ([Figure 8D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We combined CG models of FH2 and actin to build CG models of the FH2--actin complex ([Figure 8C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and ran 2 µs simulations of seven-mer filaments with dielectric constants (ε) of 1 and 3. (It should be noted that CG MD time is of a significantly larger scale factor than AA time.)

![Construction and simulations of coarse-grained (CG) models of FH2 domains.\
(**A**) Assignment of coarse-grained (CG) sites of the Cdc12 FH2 domain dimer by the EDCG method (FHL is green and FHT is orange). (**B**) Connection of CG sites by harmonic bonds defined by heteroENM and matched to the fluctuations observed in all-atom simulations. (**C**) CG model of the Cdc12 FH2 domains on a seven-mer actin filament. FH2 domains are shown in green, actin monomers are colored as follow: A1 (gray), A2 (yellow), A3 (orange), A4 (cyan), A5 (pink), A6 (lime) and A7 (purple). (**D**) Plot comparing root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) of the CG sites of the Cdc12 FH2 dimer obtained from AA simulations (AA-CG mapped) with RMSFs of these sites in CG simulations using a range of cutoff distances for the harmonic springs that connect every CG site. The cutoff distance of 50 Å (blue) gives the best match with the RMSFs of AA simulations (yellow). (**E, F**) Time courses of the root mean squared displacements of the FH2 dimers from three independent CG simulations spanning two microseconds at low and high dielectric constant. (**E**) Dielectric constant is 1. (**F**) Dielectric constant is 3.](elife-37342-fig8){#fig8}

The FH2 domains of the three formins each responded differently during multiple CG simulations of the seven-mer actin filament model. At low dielectric constant (ε = 1), the three formins deviated only slightly from their intial configurations ([Figure 8E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Over the course of CG simulations with a higher dielectric constant (ε = 3) the Cdc12 FH2 domains underwent larger fluctuations than the Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains ([Figure 8F](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The behaviors of Cdc12 and mDia1 were more clearly separated from each other than from Bni1 in the AA MD simulations, where the behavior of Bni1 mostly varied between those of Cdc12 and mDia1. As the parameterization of the CG model was based on the AA data, Bni1 demonstrated a similar behavior in the CG simulations by switching between two conformations (the conformation of Bni1 can become more similar to either the conformation of Cdc12 or that of mDia1 ([Figure 8F](#fig8){ref-type="fig"})). This is also consistent with experimental findings as the gating factor of Bni1 (\~0.5--0.7) reflects its ability to switch between open and closed states. The striking impact of the dielectric constant on the CG simulations of Cdc12 are consistent with our AA simulations showing stronger electrostatic interactions between Cdc12 and the actin filament than Bni1 and mDia1.

Although barbed ends with FH2 domains simply fluctuated around their equilibrium configurations without flattening during the CG simulations (owing to the effective harmonic bonds between the subunits in heteroENM), these simulations ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) provided information on steric blocking that complements the AA simulations ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). During the 2 µs CG MD simulations, the center of mass of the Cdc12 FHL domain shifted radially toward the filament axis where it interfered with the incoming actin subunit ([Figure 9C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The FHL domains of Bni1 and mDia1 fluctuated around their initial positions where intermittant steric blocking was observed in the AA simulations ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Conformational changes of FH2 domains on the barbed ends of actin filament seven-mers during coarse-grained (CG) simulations.\
(**A**) Side and (**B**) bottom views of structures of Cdc12, Bni1, and mDia1 FH2 domains interacting with the barbed ends of actin filaments at the end (t = 2000 ns) of the CG simulations (dielectric constant of 3, replicate 2). (**C**) Time courses of the center-of-mass displacements of FHL domains from their initial positions (shown as percentage change) in the direction perpendicular to the long axis of the actin filaments. A positive percentage indicates a shift towards the actin filament (favors the 'closed' state), whereas a negative percentage indicates a shift away from the actin filament (favors the 'open' state). The shifting of a representative FHL domain in two different directions is schematically shown at the bottom.](elife-37342-fig9){#fig9}

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We used computational modeling to investigate how formin FH2 domains interact with the barbed ends of actin filaments. We used models of three formin FH2 domains with different gating factors to learn how formins slow the elongation of actin filaments. The results of these simulations showed two mechanisms whereby formins interfere with subunit addition at the barbed end, provided information on the equilibrium distribution of open and closed states, and identified the mechanisms responsible for the range of gating factors of the three formins.

How do formins interfere with subunit addition at the barbed end? {#s3-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

All-atom MD simulations confirmed that FH2 domains on actin filament barbed ends can interfere with the addition of subunits in two ways, both of them scaling with the inhibition of elongation by the three formins. All three formins interfere sterically with the addition of actin subunits by infringing on the volumes occupied by both the A1 and +A1 subunits. All three formin FH2 domains also flatten the helical twist of the barbed ends of both five-mer and seven-mer filaments. The distortion is largest on the terminal subunits in contact with the FH2 domains and dissipates gradually away from the end as considered by [@bib37] rather than abruptly as originally proposed ([@bib37]; [@bib19]).

Incoming subunits bind to the two terminal subunits at the barbed end, so a helical twist greater than 167° is unfavorable for elongation, because the elements of the binding site are not aligned. Stair-stepping models ([@bib37]; [@bib56]; [@bib19]) assume that the barbed end subunits remain in the 'strained' ('flattened' in our description) conformation during elongation of the filament. Therefore, these models assume that the incoming actin subunit binds to two subunits with a flattened helical twist. This strained conformation is unlikely to be favorable for elongation.

Coarse-grained simulations support the conclusion that steric interference contributes to gating. At long time scales, the conformations of Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains diverged from each other. The simulations of Cdc12 showed that a partially dissociated FHL domain shifts inwards directly into the binding site for an incoming actin subunit, whereas simulations with mDia1 showed that the partially dissociated FHL shifts outwards away from an incoming subunit. Thus, partial dissociation of some formins can increase steric blocking.

How do the equilibrium conformations of formins on barbed ends fluctuate in time? {#s3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our simulations demonstrate that stochastic thermal motions allow formin-actin filament complexes to sample a range of conformations on a nanosecond time scale. The probability that a system visits any state depends on the difference in free energy between the equilibrium state and other higher energy states, which are visited less often. Our results show that each of the three formins favors a different equilibrium state for the barbed end; Cdc12 favors larger helical twist angles with more steric blocking than Bni1 and mDia1. The MB-MetaD simulations ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) illustrate that FH2 domains must overcome energy barriers to deviate from the conformations sampled during AA simulations. On the millisecond time scale relevant to actin filament elongation, barbed ends will visit a wide range of conformations from open 167° twists without steric blocking, to closed 180° twists with steric blocking. However, the distributions will differ such that barbed ends with Cdc12 will be in closed conformations most of the time, while ends with mDia1 will be in open conformations most of the time. Nevertheless, we expect that filaments with any of the formin FH2 domains will reach extreme angles during a fraction of the time, at longer time scales.

Both the helical twist of the terminal subunits and the degree of steric interference vary continuously in time rather than switching between discrete states like ion channels, where the gate is either fully open or closed. Consequently, the probability that a diffusing actin subunit will bind to the barbed end likely declines as function of the steric blocking and deviation of the twist of the terminal subunits from 167°. Therefore, the gating factor is a time-average of the degree to which the formin compromises subunit addition rather than literally being in 'open' or 'closed' states. Normally, the probability that a collision between a diffusing monomer and the barbed end of a filament results in binding is high (\~2%) ([@bib12]). Gating should not change the rate constant for collisions with the end of a filament associated with an FH2 domain, but the probability of binding will be less than 2% depending on the particular formin. The rate of elongation of a formin-bound filament is governed by the probability that an incoming actin subunit will find the formin-bound end in a binding-competent, open conformation.

How is gating related to the continuum of twist and steric interference states? {#s3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both the stair-stepping and stepping second models assume that steric blocking and helix flattening contribute to gating. The two models differ in explaining the transition from a closed state to an open state. The stair-stepping model assumes that partial dissociation of a FH2 domain is necessary to relieve steric blocking while the actin helix remains 'strained' (flattened). The stepping-second model assumes that FH2 domains remain bound to the barbed end subunits as they undergo thermal fluctuations during a rapid equilibrium between open and closed states. Simulations of our five-mer model can help distinguish these models, because the FH2 domains are bound to the same subunits as the Otomo 'blocked, n state' ([@bib37]).

Our simulations revealed that dissociation of an FH2 domain is not required to open the end for elongation. Thermal motions can move bound FH2 domains out of blocking sites and allow addition of a new actin subunit, as assumed by the stepping second model ([@bib38]; [@bib40]). Indeed, positioning of FH2 domains at the barbed end without subunit A1 does not bring the helicity of the terminal subunits closer to 167° than when subunit A1 is bound ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with a model in which formins impede subunit addition by imposing structural constraints on the actin filament.

Neither our all-atom simulations nor our metadynamics simulations include large scale conformational changes, so they do not rule out the 'stair-stepping' hypothesis that dissociation of one FH2 domain from the end of the filament opens the end of the filament. In fact, our metadynamics simulations revealed energy barriers that might be relevant to the partial dissociation of an FH2 domain from a barbed end of the filament during stepping ([@bib37]). A high-energy barrier indicates that the FHT domain of Cdc12 has a lower mobility than the FHT domains of Bni1 and mDia1.

Do the effects of force on actin filament elongation by formins inform gating mechanisms? {#s3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appling tension to formins on the barbed end of an actin filament can slow or increase the rate of polymerization. In some cases, force slows elongation: Bni1p FH2 domains without FH1 domains in the absence of profilin ([@bib8]); and Cdc12p FH1-FH2 domains with profilin ([@bib60]). On the other hand, force can increase the rate of elongation: Bni1p FH1-FH2 domains with profilin ([@bib8]); and mDia1 FH1-FH2 domains with profilin ([@bib24]) or without profilin ([@bib27]; [@bib57]). Faster elongation by mDia1 FH1-FH2 domains requires that the actin filament is torsionally unconstrained ([@bib57]). [@bib24] proposed an elegant physical model to explain the effects of force on mDia1 based on the assumption that an open state depends on movement of an FH2 domain toward the barbed end of the filament. However, force slows elongation by other formins, so it is premature to generalize or rule out other hypotheses such as force influencing the helical twist and gating of the barbed end ([@bib8]).

Why does Cdc12 slow barbed end elongation more than the other formins? {#s3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared three formins with different gating factors to identify physical factors that might contribute to their range of gating factors:\~0.95 for mDia1, 0.5--0.7 for Bni1 and \~0.05 for Cdc12. Both the degree of steric interference and barbed end flattening by the three formins scale with their ability to inhibit elongation, with Cdc12 having the strongest and mDia1 having the weakest effects, but why is this true?

MB-MetaD simulations showed that energy barriers confine Cdc12 FH2 domains to a narrower range of steric blocking and twist states that interfere with elongation than was observed for Bni1 or mDia1 FH2 domains. Differences in buried surface area, numbers of contacts with actin or total nonbonded interaction energies might contribute to these barriers, but none of these parameters correlated with the gating factors of the three formins except for the association of barbed end flattening with numbers of contacts between the Cdc12 post and actin. On the other hand, CG simulations revealed substantial electrostatic effects that may be related to the numbers, locations and stabilities of salt bridges between FH2 domains and actin, which were identified by the AA simulations. However, the relationship between salt bridges and gating is complex and incompletely understood.

The total numbers of stable salt bridges in the three formin-actin complexes ([Tables 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2){ref-type="table"}) are correlated with the equilibrium distributions of steric interference and flattening of barbed ends, but the locations of these salt bridges appear to matter. For example, Cdc12 with a small gating factor has more stable salt-bridges between the knob helices and FHL linkers and actin A2 than mDia1 with a large gating factor. However, the opposite is true for salt-bridges between the FHT linkers and actin A1 where mDia1 has a greater number of salt-bridges than Cdc12. Tight binding of FHL to A2 might limit the rearragements associated with FHL shifting from closed states to open conformations without steric interference and with helical twists favorable for subunit addition.

Prospects for future studies {#s3-6}
----------------------------

Our information about how each region of an FH2 domain interacts with the actin filament ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}; [Tables 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#table2){ref-type="table"}) can be used to design mutations for experiments to understand mechanisms. For example, one might investigate gating by mutating conserved FH2 residues that form salt bridges with actin. Candidate residues include residues that form salt bridges with R147 of the A2 subunit: E1093 of Cdc12 (99.4% occupied), E1463 of Bni1 (83.6%) and E871 of mDia1 (8.4%) in FHL knobs ([Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}). Other candidates for mutation form salt bridges with D363 of the A2 subunit: R990 of Cdc12 (100.0% occupied), K1357 of Bni1 (85.2%), and R764 of mDia1 (23.4%) of the FHL lasso ([Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}). However, our studies show that gating involves complicated, global conformational changes that may not be amenable to perturbation by simple mutations. For example, swapping linkers between these three formins changed the lifetime of the chimeric formins on the ends of growing filaments but did not alter gating ([@bib39]). Therefore, structural studies and biophysical methods such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer may be more likely than mutations to provide more information about gating.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

System setup for all-atom simulations {#s4-1}
-------------------------------------

Crystal structures of mDia1 and Cdc12 FH2 domains associated with an actin filament are not available, so we generated their homology models by using our structure of a Bni1/actin seven-mer obtained by all-atom (AA) MD simulations ([@bib2]) starting with the crystal structure of [@bib37]. For homology modeling, amino acid sequences of mDia1 and Cdc12 from Uniprot ([@bib48]), and the pdb file of Bni1 (as a template) were supplied to SWISS-MODEL web server ([@bib25]; [@bib1]) (RRID:[SCR_013032](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_013032)). MODELLER ([@bib13]; [@bib16]) (RRID:[SCR_008395](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_008395)) was used to obtain the structures of missing residues based on ab initio methods. Both resulting Cdc12 FH2 subunits (FHT and FHL) have 402 residues consisting of residues 984 to 1385 and both resulting mDia1 FH2 subunits have 397 residues ranging from residue 754 to 1150. After running minimization, heating and equilibrium dynamics on the homology models of the Cdc12 and mDia1 FH2 domains, we formed the actin-formin complex by incorporating an actin filament composed of seven subunits into the formin dimers. This was achieved by alignment of the formins onto the Bni1-actin complex by using the MultiSeq and Stride tools of VMD ([@bib23]) (RRID:[SCR_001820](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_001820)). The definitions of features of FH2 domains are listed in [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The accuracy of the homology models was assessed via ProSA (Protein Structure Analysis Tool) ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) to calculate z-scores using knowledge-based potentials of mean force ([@bib54]). The z-score is obtained by calculating the deviation in the total energy of the target protein structure from an energy distribution of random protein structures on the Protein Data Bank (PDB). To confirm the quality of the models, we generated various structures of FH2 domains interacting with the barbed-end of an actin filament using template-based homology modeling (Bni1 based on Cdc12, Cdc12 based on mDia1, and mDia1 based on Cdc12). All-atom simulations of these structures were run for about 95 ns to refine these models, which we compared with the crystal structure of Bni1 by using the template modeling score (TM-score) ([@bib58]). All these structures were found to have a TM-score between 0.5 and 1.0 ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which indicates that they have about the same fold as the crystal structure of Bni1 ([@bib58]; [@bib55]). As the homology models were compared with the crystal structure of Bni1, the homology model of Bni1 FH2 had the highest TM-score (0.79) consistent with the expected quality of the homology models. Thus, template-based homology modeling provides protein models with a high degree of similarity in their topological organization of the secondary structures to the original crystal structure.

The initial structures of mDia1 and Cdc12 FH2 domains bound to the barbed-end of an actin filament ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were generated by aligning their FH2 domains with the final equilibrated structure of the Bni1/actin 7-mer after 160 ns of AA MD simulations ([@bib2]). Then, the FH2--actin complexes of Cdc12 and mDia1 were solvated and ionized using exactly the same procedure to obtain the final configuration of the Bni1 FH2--actin complex. The systems were then solvated by leaving enough distance in each direction (at least 15 Å) to prevent the protein from interacting with its periodic image during the simulations. The N-terminus of the actin monomers was acetylated, and all other residues in the system were modeled in their standard states of protonation at a pH value of 7. The systems were neutralized with 0.18 M KCl. The Cdc12/actin and mDia1/actin systems were energy minimized by gradually releasing the restraints on the systems via the use of NAMD ([@bib41]) (RRID:[SCR_014894](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_014894)) with the Charmm27 force field with CMAP corrections ([@bib33]). In the heating phase, the temperatures of the systems were gradually raised to 310 K during the simulation spanning 200 ps with restraints on the backbone atoms of the protein, ADP, the Mg^2+^ ion and coordinating waters. The heating phase was followed by an equilibration phase in which the restraints on the protein backbone, ADP, the Mg^2+^ ion and coordinating waters were gradually reduced from 10 kcal/mol/Å^2^ to 0.1 kcal/mol/Å^2^ over 400 ps. The AA MD simulations of the Cdc12/actin and mDia1/actin systems with unrestrained dynamics were run for 500 ns. The AA simulation of the Bni1 FH2/actin system was extended from 160 ns ([@bib2]) for 340 ns to reach 500 ns of dynamics.

System setup for coarse-grained simulations {#s4-2}
-------------------------------------------

To capture the longer time scale dynamics of FH2 dimers on the end of an actin filament, we created CG models using essential dynamics coarse graining (ED-CG) ([@bib59]) and heterogeneous elastic network modeling (heteroENM) ([@bib32]). EDCG is a systematic method that defines CG sites based on the collective protein motions, which are computed using principal component analysis (PCA) of all-atom trajectories. The CG sites of all regions in formin and actin were automatically determined by the EDCG method. Each subunit in the complex consists of 45 CG sites, which correspond to approximately eight and nine residues per CG site, for FH2 and actin monomers. This CG level of resolution was chosen to obtain a model that is both computationally efficient and capable of incorporating spatial structural elements of the complex. The assignment of CG sites was done separately for each subunit (Formin Homology Leading (FHL), Formin Homology Trailing (FHT), and actin subunits A1 to A7, numbered from the barbed end) to capture characteristic fluctuation profiles of individual subunits.

After the CG site assignment stage, intramolecular interactions of formin and actin were determined by using heteroENM. In heteroENM, CG sites within a certain cutoff distance are connected via effective harmonic springs, each with a specific spring constant, all collectively determined iteratively from the AA MD data to match the actual protein fluctuations observed in the AA simulations. The cutoff distances were chosen to obtain the best match between root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of all-atom and CG simulations (50 Å (FH2) and 30 Å (actin) for Cdc12-actin, 60 Å and 20 Å for Bni1-actin, and 60 Å and 30 Å for mDia1-actin complexes, respectively).

Intermolecular interactions between FH2 and actin were described by 12--6 Lennard Jones (LJ) potentials and screened Coulomb potentials to effectively introduce dispersion and electrostatic forces into the system. According to the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbreek theory, these interactions can be assumed to be additive and independent of each other, therefore intermolecular interactions can be written as follows:$$U_{inter} = U_{LJ} + U_{coulomb}$$

The dispersion and repulsive forces due to excluded volume were modeled using a 12--6 LJ potential (2) and electrostatic forces were introduced by using a screened Coulomb potential (3):$$U_{LJ} = 4\varepsilon_{ij}\left\lbrack {\left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r} \right)^{12} - \ \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}}{r} \right)^{6}} \right\rbrack\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ r < r_{cut}$$$$U_{Coulomb} = \frac{q_{i}q_{j}}{4\pi\varepsilon_{r}}exp\left( - \kappa r \right)$$

The repulsive part of the 12--6 LJ potential was used to describe the excluded volume interactions. Epsilon parameters of the LJ potential were chosen to be 10 kcal/mol, and sigma parameters were obtained by calculating the radius of gyration of the CG sites. The cut-offs for the LJ potential were set to the sigma parameters, whereas that of the screened Coulomb potential was set to 30 Å. The charge fitting method was used for assigning a charge to individual CG sites in order to match the charge distribution of the all-atom model ([@bib2]). The Debye length (κ) in the screened Coulomb potential was chosen as 0.8 nm to mimic the physiological salt conditions. There is no consensus on the dielectric constant at the protein-protein interface, but the value is low and depends on the system. Implicit solvent MD simulations ([@bib4]) and molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann (MMPB) methods ([@bib18]) commonly consider the dielectric constant to be ≥2.0, whereas continuum methods commonly use a dielectric constant of 4 and even larger for pK~a~ calculations ([@bib17]).

The initial configurations of the CG systems correspond to the structures obtained after 200 ns of all-atom simulations. The CG simulations of all three systems were run with the LAMMPS MD software package ([@bib42]) for two microseconds using a temperature of 310° K in the constant *NVT* ensemble under Langevin dynamics (with a 1000 fs damping parameter).

System setup for metabasin metadynamics simulations {#s4-3}
---------------------------------------------------

The FH2 domains interacting with five-mer filaments were used as initial structures for metabasin metadynamics (MBMetaD) simulations ([@bib10]). These structures were generated by removing actin subunit A1 from the barbed end and the last actin subunit (A7) from the pointed end of the seven-mer filament at the end of the first 200 ns of AA simulations, and they correspond to conformations before the addition of subunit A1. The structures were simulated in GROMACS 5.1.4 ([@bib51]) (RRID:[SCR_014565](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_014565)) patched with a customized version of PLUMED 2 ([@bib50]) using the CHARMM22/27 force field with CMAP ([@bib33]). The MBMetaD simulations were run with initial hill heights of 0.001 kcal/mol and widths of 0.03 nm deposited every 50 fs. A bias factor of 10 was used to systematically adjust the hill heights based on the well-tempered MetaD rule. The MBMetaD domains were defined to have an energy offset of 6 kcal/mol and updated every 100 ps, if the exterior bias had changed by 0.5 kcal/mol. Two independent replicates of 80 ns were performed for each structure.
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###### Definitions of features of Cdc12, Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains.

The columns show feature name and residues comprising corresponding feature.

10.7554/eLife.37342.026

###### Template modeling scores (TM-scores) of the FH2 domain homology models based on different templates.

TM-score is used to determine the similarity of protein structures. Based on statistics, TM-score between 0.0 and 0.17 indicates random structural similarity and TM-score between 0.5 and 1.00 indicates having about the same fold \[43\]. TM-scores were obtained through this website: <https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/TM-align/>

10.7554/eLife.37342.027

###### Correlations between interactions of FH2 domain with an actin filament and the barbed end configuration.

Pearson correlation coefficients for the number of contacts between the lasso, knob and post regions of the FH2 domains and actin subunits (A2 and A3) and the distributions of twist angles of A2-A3 (given in [Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}) during 350 ns all-atom MD simulations of five-mer filaments.

10.7554/eLife.37342.028

###### Average interactions of different FH2 regions with an actin filament.

The average number of contacts (with standard deviations and t-statistics) between the lasso, knob and post regions of the FH2 domains and actin subunits (A2 and A3) from 350 ns of the all-atom MD simulations of five-mer filaments.

10.7554/eLife.37342.029
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Some parts of data generated or analysed during this study are included in the manuscript and supporting files.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

\[Editors' note: a previous version of this study was rejected after peer review, but the authors submitted for reconsideration. The first decision letter after peer review is shown below.\]

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"The role of intermolecular interactions in the gating mechanism of formins\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor and a Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

Our decision has been reached after consultation between the reviewers. Based on these discussions and the individual reviews below, we regret to inform you that your work will not be considered further for publication in *eLife*.

The reviewers appreciated the importance of your modeling work and its potential to significantly advance the mechanistic understanding of formin activity. However, they also pointed out ambiguities in interpreting the effect of FH2-actin contacts, actin twist, and steric hindrance based on the provided data. The relation of the results of this work to prior proposed stepping mechanisms and open/close gating was not clear. The reviews also pointed out that the coarse-grained model suggests larger FH2 motions compared to the all atom simulations, and thus both models cannot be used as independent evidence for the same effect. Since it is a policy of *eLife* to invite revisions only when the path to successfully addressing the reviewer comments is clear and the revisions can be completed within two months, and this does not seem to be the case here, we cannot further consider the current version of your paper for publication. However, we will be prepared to consider a new submission, which would fully address the comments of all three reviewers. In case you decide to prepare such a new submission, please note that to resolve the apparent inconsistency between the two types of models currently included in the paper, one of the models could be abandoned in favor of the most accurate and relevant one.

Reviewer \#1:

The authors describe several models for the interaction of the formin FH2 domain with actin filaments (all atom MD, metadynamics, coarse grained). They argue that mDia1-bound barbed ends become more accessible for polymerization and Cdc12-bound barbed ends less accessible, compared to Bni1-bound ends. Since this is the same trend as in the experimentally measured gating factors, the authors propose that their simulations provide an explanation of the origin of gating.

Demonstrating that the gating factors of formins can be calculated from first principles would indeed be a great theoretical advance worthy of a publication in *eLife*. It would demonstrate the power of the modeling methods that would have broad implications in the cytoskeleton field and beyond.

However, I have the following comments and concerns:

\* The paper will have stronger impact if the authors provide predictions for future experiments based on their improved understanding of the system. For example mutations that could change the gating factor or predictions for the gating factors of other formins that have not yet been measured.

\* This study provides many different pieces of evidence pointing towards the picture of gating factors mDia1\>Bni1\>Cdc12, on average. These studies are very useful given that very little is known at this level. However, because of fluctuations, need for long simulation times and differences between the models make each measure (or their combination) somewhat ambiguous. One such example is the evolution of the twist angles in Figure 4. They show a trend, which is however not completely clear due to fluctuations and lack of clear equilibration. Further, in this case the order seems to be different: mDia1\>Cdc12\>Bni1. I provide some further examples below.

\* Figure 3 demonstrates the volume fraction in two different FH2 configurations at the barbed end that should differ by a step of one FH2 member forward or backward. Presumably only one of the two is the main conformation prior to polymerization of a new actin subunit. I understand there are no stepping fluctuations, which would require a different analysis. If the primary configuration is that in Figure 1A, then the evidence of different excluded volume fractions between formins is rather weak, based on just the last 50 ns or less of the simulation (I may be missing something but there seem to be another 100 ns of these simulations in Figure 4. Shouldn\'t they be included in Figure 3?). The difference between formins is more clear in the configuration of Figure 1D, however this may not be primary configuration.

\* A transient change of the system is to be expected each time a new formin FH2 is simulated. Given that the blocked volume fraction is relatively small for the all atom simulations in Figure 3, it appears to me that studies of the relative motion of just 2 formins with respect to Bni1 may not be sufficient to establish a completely convincing trend (to simplify the argument, it\'s 25% chance to get two heads, tossing a coin twice).

\* Since the steric hindrance effect in the AA MD simulations is relatively small, one cannot be certain on its effect on actin polymerization kinetics. A steric hindrance blocking is a likely possibility but it\'s also conceivable that incoming actin monomers interact with the FH2 domain in a way that guides them to the barbed end. These aspects are not studied in this paper.

\* It\'s not clear that the three models (all atom MD, metadynamics, coarse grained) provide a coherent story. The magnitude of the steric hindrance effect as well as the FH2 motions calculated by the CG simulations is much larger compared to the AA MD simulations. This seems to suggest that either the AA MD simulations need more time to explore a larger region of space or else that the CG simulations provide unphysical motions and thus cannot be used to calculate the steric hindrance effect. It\'s also not clear to me why the metadynamics studies were not used to calculate the effect of steric hindrance and actin helical twist.

\* The timescale of 200 ns in Figure 1 appears to be too short to reliably predict secondary structure formation at the lasso, post and knob regions. For example, α helices typically take 50-100 ns to form in MD simulations and higher order structures may take even longer.

Reviewer \#2:

This manuscript by Aydin and coworkers presents results from molecular dynamics simulations, addressing the conformations of formin FH2 dimers and actin subunits at/near the barbed ends, particularly focusing on barbed end \"gating\", i.e. the FH2 dimer\'s ability to allow or prevent the addition of a new actin subunit. The authors find that three factors contribute to gating, with different amplitudes for different formin isoforms: steric interference, flattening of the actin helix, and the strength of the interaction between FH2 and the barbed end.

While I disagree with the authors\' argument that \"In contrast to gating, much is already known about the transfer of profilin-actin from binding sites on FH1 domains to open barbed ends\" (in their rebuttal of the \"informal review\") I do agree that gating is an important property that needs to be better understood. I also agree that MD simulations are a valuable method to do so, and I find their results interesting. However, I think the authors could in general better present their results in the context of existing models. As they are, their results are often difficult to connect to what we currently understand about formin activity.

I think this work should be of interest to readers beyond MD simulations specialists, if the authors improve their manuscript by addressing the following points.

1\) Two main models are currently available (and often used to understand experimental data -- see for example the recent Kubota et al., 2017) to describe FH2 gating and filament elongation: the so-called \"stair-stepping\" and \"stepping second\" models. They are extensively presented in a series of papers by Paul and Pollard from 2008-2009. It is frustrating that the current manuscript does not provide any additional insight on this question, which seems central here.

Can the present simulations shed light on these models? Do they favor one model over the other?

Hemidimer translocation is never explicitly mentioned. Is it nonetheless included in the present simulations, and if not, how would one integrate it?

2\) I understand that, as written in the last sentence of the manuscript, the conformations fluctuate rapidly. But what time scales are we talking about? Are the fluctuations shown in this manuscript large enough to account for the equilibrium between open and closed states, or should we expect these transitions to take place over larger time scales?

3\) Fluctuations and the FH2 dimer\'s ability to explore different conformations are addressed more explicitly in Figure 6 and in the subsection "Conformational mobility of FHT domains is consistent with the strength of intermolecular interactions", where it is written that \"Cdc12 FHT domain explores a smaller area than Bni1 and mDia1 FHT domains\". However, these results seem in contradiction with those of Figure 7, where the FHT of Cdc12 has larger fluctuations and larger displacements than mDia1 and bni1. Please clarify.

4\) In the Introduction, the gating factor is defined as the \"fraction of the time that the FH2 domains are found in the open state\". This is assumed to be the same as the gating factors determined as the ratio of the formin elongation rate to the free barbed end elongation rate (in the absence of profilin). However, equating these two definitions relies on one important hypothesis: that the on-rate constant for monomer addition is the same for a free barbed end and for an open-state formin barbed end. This should be specified. It should also be discussed in light of the present results: does this hypothesis appear valid, now that we know more about the conformations adopted by the filament in interaction with an FH2 dimer?

5\) Gating is a schematic, all-or-nothing frame to work in. For instance, the open and closed states are generally defined by the 167° versus 180° twists of the filament. These extreme angles do not appear to be reached in the simulations, which thus seem to describe intermediate situations. Please comment. For example, should we rather consider a continuum of states, with different on-rate constants for the addition of actin monomers?

6\) The simulations do not impose any constraint (boundary conditions) on the last subunits (A6 and A7 in the seven-mer) which thus correspond to the free pointed ends of very short filaments. The results (e.g. Figure 4 on twist angles) indicate that changes in conformation propagate over several subunits. One would then expect different results for longer filaments, which could perhaps be simulated by imposing the canonical filament conformation as a boundary condition. Please comment on this limitation of the model. How would the results extrapolate to longer filaments?

7\) FH2 dimer detachment from barbed ends (Figure 8) is quite puzzling. What should one make of this? Do the authors expect this result to correspond to formin detachment from barbed ends (which appears to have a very low off-rate constant in experiments) or does it illustrate a limitation of the coarse grain method?

Reviewer \#3:

Overall, the goal is of this paper, to use MD to test models of formin gating is an important one. However, the approach and presentation leave a lot to be desired. The topic is suited for a broader audience but the paper is not written with a broad audience in mind. Connecting the data to the model, simply in terminology, would have helped. Is the structure with a 5mer of actin expected to relax into a \"closed\" state? Is the structure with the 7mer of actin forced into an \"open\" state? This brings up questions about steric clashes observed when AA MD calculations were performed -- Shouldn\'t the clashes be disallowed?

In general, the data are presented as lists, leaving it to the reader to interpret everything and/or guess how the authors are interpreting the data. My read doesn\'t agree with the final conclusions of the authors but I can\'t figure out why. For example, when looking at contacts, Bni1 was often more like Cdc12, which fits with the published gating data. However, when considering actin orientation, Bni1 was more like mDia1. Yet, the authors conclude that their data agree well with experimental gating data and that both steric clashes and actin twisting play a role in gating.

The paper was originally criticized for being entirely computational. The authors counter that the data correlate nicely with \"wet\" data in the literature but the correlations aren\'t as clean as the authors would have us believe. Further, they remain merely correlations until someone demonstrates that a manipulation to the proteins (in vitro and/or in silico) produces the predicted results. Along these lines, some of the work felt circular. It might have helped if the authors used the other co-crystal published (FMNL/actin) in addition to the Bni1/actin structure.

A second criticism was about focus on elongation/gating, which was not a concern for me. However, the authors state the FH1 domains can overcome the effect of gating but this study is done in the absence of FH1 domains, raising the question of how valuable it is. This is a point that needs to be addressed.

10.7554/eLife.37342.032

Author response

\[Editors' note: the author responses to the first round of peer review follow.\]

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> \[...\] I have the following comments and concerns:
>
> \* The paper will have stronger impact if the authors provide predictions for future experiments based on their improved understanding of the system. For example mutations that could change the gating factor or predictions for the gating factors of other formins that have not yet been measured.

Thanks for the suggestion. We added the following to the Discussion:

"Our information about how each region of an FH2 domain interacts with the actin filament (Figures 7 and Figure 7---figure supplement 1; Tables 1 and 2) can be used to design mutations for experiments to understand mechanisms. \[...\] Therefore, structural studies and biophysical methods such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer may be more likely than mutations to provide more information about gating."

Another part of the Discussion notes that our results suggest that Cdc12 is the best nucleator of the three formins.

> \* This study provides many different pieces of evidence pointing towards the picture of gating factors mDia1\>Bni1\>Cdc12, on average. These studies are very useful given that very little is known at this level. However, because of fluctuations, need for long simulation times and differences between the models make each measure (or their combination) somewhat ambiguous. One such example is the evolution of the twist angles in Figure 4. They show a trend, which is however not completely clear due to fluctuations and lack of clear equilibration. Further, in this case the order seems to be different: mDia1\>Cdc12\>Bni1. I provide some further examples below.

The reviewer is correct that the simulation in old Figure 4 produced twist angle distributions different from the experimental ranking of gating factors (mDia1\>Bni1\>Cdc12). To investigate further, we continued the AA MD simulations of seven-mer filaments out to 500 ns and found that the twist angles of terminal actin subunits associated with the mDia1 FH2 were close to 167° while those associated with Cdc12 or Bni1 FH2 fluctuated mostly in the angle range of 169- 173° (new Figures 4E, G), more in keeping with the gating factors.

Two new simulations of five-mer filaments, the state prior to addition of the new subunit, showed that the most probable twist angles were 168° and 170° for mDia1, 172° for Bni1 and 174° and 175° for Cdc12 (Figures 5B, C) with fluctuations for each over a range of about 4°. Therefore, mDia1 FH2 favors the 'open' configuration of barbed ends awaiting the association of a subunit, while Cdc12 favors twist angles that compromise subunit addition.

Furthermore, during two new metadynamics simulations of five-mer filaments (Figure 6C), the twist angles of filaments with Cdc12 and mDia1 differed the most, as Bni1 varied between them, again in line with the gating factors.

We revised the manuscript to emphasize that new Figure 4 shows twist angles after addition of a new actin subunit and before stepping of the trailing FH2 domain onto the new subunit in preparation for addition of the next subunit. We suggest that the new subunit might limit the flattening of the barbed end by the formins.

> \* Figure 3 demonstrates the volume fraction in two different FH2 configurations at the barbed end that should differ by a step of one FH2 member forward or backward. Presumably only one of the two is the main conformation prior to polymerization of a new actin subunit. I understand there are no stepping fluctuations, which would require a different analysis. If the primary configuration is that in Figure 1A, then the evidence of different excluded volume fractions between formins is rather weak, based on just the last 50 ns or less of the simulation (I may be missing something but there seem to be another 100 ns of these simulations in Figure 4. Shouldn\'t they be included in Figure 3?). The difference between formins is more clear in the configuration of Figure 1D, however this may not be primary configuration.

The FH2 domains interacting with seven-mer filament correspond to the configuration just after addition of a new actin subunit, whereas the configuration in the five-mer filament is before addition of a subunit. Therefore, we expect that FH2 domains interacting with the five-mer filament to have configurations more relevant to investigate the mechanisms affecting the addition of a new actin subunit and they are more relevant to the experimentally observed differences in the polymerization rates of actin by three formins.

In response to the reviewer's suggestion, we extended the length of all-atom simulations in the revised paper, obtaining new data that support our conclusions. During the longer simulations of seven-mer filaments (extended from 200 to 500 ns), the steric interference of FHL with subunit +A1 continued to fluctuate at high levels for Cdc12, fluctuated between none to low levels for mDia1, and fluctuated at intermediate levels for Bni1 (new Figure 3A).

Extension of the simulations of five-mer filaments from 125 ns to 350 ns showed that the steric interference of FHT with subunit A1 fluctuated at higher levels for Cdc12 and fluctuated between none and low levels for Bni1 and mDia1 (new Figure 3D). Additional 200 ns, replicate simulations of five-mer filaments also demonstrated similar differences in the steric interference of the three formin FHT domains with subunit A1 (new Figure 3E).

> \* A transient change of the system is to be expected each time a new formin FH2 is simulated. Given that the blocked volume fraction is relatively small for the all atom simulations in Figure 3, it appears to me that studies of the relative motion of just 2 formins with respect to Bni1 may not be sufficient to establish a completely convincing trend (to simplify the argument, it\'s 25% chance to get two heads, tossing a coin twice).

We addressed this concern by running longer all atom simulations in new Figures 3A, D and observed larger blocked volume fractions. We also replicated the key experiments (Figure 3E). The additional simulations showed similar trends to the previous simulations (note that the second replicate is shorter than the first replicate), as explained in the previous response. The revised text emphasizes that both steric blocking and flattening of the barbed end contribute to impeding elongation, so neither stands alone.

> \* Since the steric hindrance effect in the AA MD simulations is relatively small, one cannot be certain on its effect on actin polymerization kinetics. A steric hindrance blocking is a likely possibility but it\'s also conceivable that incoming actin monomers interact with the FH2 domain in a way that guides them to the barbed end. These aspects are not studied in this paper.

Even a small steric clash will block binding of a new actin subunit. The reviewer proposes that incoming actin subunits might interact with a FH2 domain and somehow overcome steric interference. We are not aware of any evidence supporting this fascinating, induced-fit hypothesis.

> \* It\'s not clear that the three models (all atom MD, metadynamics, coarse grained) provide a coherent story. The magnitude of the steric hindrance effect as well as the FH2 motions calculated by the CG simulations is much larger compared to the AA MD simulations. This seems to suggest that either the AA MD simulations need more time to explore a larger region of space or else that the CG simulations provide unphysical motions and thus cannot be used to calculate the steric hindrance effect. It\'s also not clear to me why the metadynamics studies were not used to calculate the effect of steric hindrance and actin helical twist.

We agree that the experiments in the original version of our manuscript did not provide a coherent story. Fortunately, new experiments and analysis have clarified the picture.

First, a repeated the metadynamics simulations confirmed the original findings (new Figure 6A). At the outset of these MB-MetaD simulations the steric clashes between the FHT do mains of the three formins and the incoming actin subunit A1 differed for the three formins. The FHT domains must rearrange to escape from these steric clashes. The energy landscapes in Figure 6A show that the FHT domain of Cdc12 is more confined by high energy barriers than Bni1 or mDia1. These high energy barriers for conformational rearrangements restrict the FHT domain of Cdc12 to a smaller area of the conformational space (including those with steric clashes with A1) than the FHT domains of Bni1 and mDia1.

Following the reviewer's suggestion, we also investigated the twist angle distributions of three formins during these simulations. Although these simulations are much shorter than the AA simulations (80 ns) and the helical twist is not biased, we observed a similar trend: largest difference exists between Cdc12 and mDia1, and Bni1 varies between them (new Figure 6C). The twist angles distribution of Bni1 was found more similar to that of mDia1 than Cdc12, which is consistent with their gating factors. The metadynamics simulations also revealed a correlation between the conformational mobility of formins and their effects on distorting the barbed end of actin filament. The Cdc12, which has the lowest conformational mobility, distorted the barbed end more than Bni1 and mDia1.

The issue with the CG simulations was that the FH2 domains dissociated from the barbed end of five-mer filaments when the dielectric constant was 5 and even lower (old Figure 8). In the revised manuscript, we compared the behavior of seven-mer filaments during CG simulations with dielectric constants of 1 to 3 to change the strength of electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interface. With ε = 1, the three formins deviated only slightly from their initial configurations (Figure 8E). With ε = 3, the Cdc12 FH2 domain underwent larger fluctuations than Bni1 and mDia1 FH2 domains (Figure 8F). This behavior is consistent with our all-atom simulations showing more salt bridges between Cdc12 and the actin filament than Bni1 and mDia1 (Table 1). Thus, electrostatic interactions are more important for Cdc12 than Bni1 and mDia1. In addition, the CG simulations showed that the largest conformational difference exists between Cdc12 and mDia1, and Bni1 varies between them at high dielectric constant. This trend is similar to the trends observed in the AA simulations (such as results on the steric hindrance and twist angle distributions), in which the largest differences were found between Cdc12 and mDia1, and Bni1 varied between them.

Although barbed ends with FH2 domains simply fluctuated around their equilibrium configurations without flattening during the CG simulations (owing to the effective harmonic bonds between the subunits in heteroENM), these simulations (Figure 9) provided information on steric blocking that complements the AA simulations (Figure 3). During 2 µs CG MD simulations the center of mass of the Cdc12 FHL domain shifted radially toward the filament axis where it interferes with the incoming actin subunit (Figure 9C). The FHL domains of Bni1 and mDia1 fluctuated around their initial positions where intermittent steric blocking was observed in the AA simulations (Figure 3).

Given that the CG simulations are less important than the AA and metadynamics simulations for understanding gating, we used two figures (new Figures 8, 9) to present CG data rather than three in the original submission.

> \* The timescale of 200 ns in Figure 1 appears to be too short to reliably predict secondary structure formation at the lasso, post and knob regions. For example, α helices typically take 50-100 ns to form in MD simulations and higher order structures may take even longer.

Our aim is not to observe formation of the secondary structures during MD simulations. We generated homology models and used AA MD simulations to refine these models. The RMSD plots (Figure 2D) show that the structures stabilized before 200 ns, after which we assessed conformational differences.

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] I think this work should be of interest to readers beyond MD simulations specialists, if the authors improve their manuscript by addressing the following points.
>
> 1\) Two main models are currently available (and often used to understand experimental data -- see for example the recent Kubota et al., 2017) to describe FH2 gating and filament elongation: the so-called \"stair-stepping\" and \"stepping second\" models. They are extensively presented in a series of papers by Paul and Pollard from 2008-2009. It is frustrating that the current manuscript does not provide any additional insight on this question, which seems central here.
>
> Can the present simulations shed light on these models? Do they favor one model over the other?

Thank you for this interesting question, which has several dimensions:

1\) Since processive association of an FH2 dimer with the end of the growing filament depends on addition of actin subunits and since gating limits addition of actin subunits, our new results on gating can be applied to both models of elongation. The all atom and metadynamics simulations revealed two underlying mechanisms, steric interference or flattening of the barbed end, that contribute to formins slowing actin filament elongation and scale with the gating factors. Extensive new experiments and analysis in the revised manuscript strengthen this conclusion. Regardless of whether the FHT domain steps first or second, these factors will limit the access of new subunits to the end of the filament.

2\) The simulations confirmed the original idea from the stair-stepping model that FH2 domains can sterically block a barbed end \[Pring et al., 2003\] but revealed that thermal motions can move an FH2 domain out of a blocking site to a conformation that allows addition of a new actin subunit. In fact, the energy barriers for these local adjustments are expected to be much lower than for complete dissociation of an FH2 domain, as proposed in "stair-stepping" models of processive elongation. This energetic consideration argues against stair-stepping models.

3\) Our simulations focused on gating do not include large scale conformational changes (such as FH2 translocation or stepping) or actin subunit addition. We agree with the reviewer that more mechanistic information about actin subunit addition from solution or by transfer from an FH1 domain would be interesting and valuable to the field. However, as noted by reviewer 1, a different approach would be required to study these important reactions.

> Hemidimer translocation is never explicitly mentioned. Is it nonetheless included in the present simulations, and if not, how would one integrate it?

We did not model stepping of FHT onto the new subunit A1, because simulating this reaction at an all-atom level is computationally prohibitive due to the large time and length scales. We revised the beginning of the Discussion to explain these limitations.

> 2\) I understand that, as written in the last sentence of the manuscript, the conformations fluctuate rapidly. But what time scales are we talking about? Are the fluctuations shown in this manuscript large enough to account for the equilibrium between open and closed states, or should we expect these transitions to take place over larger time scales?

Thanks for this question. In response we added a new section to the Discussion entitled "How do the equilibrium conformations of formins on barbed ends fluctuate in time?", which makes the following points.The fluctuations in our simulations occur in nanoseconds. As mentioned in one of the reviewer's next comments, these formin-actin complexes rarely visit extreme conformations (such as twist angles of 167° or 180°) during our nanosecond simulations, but we observe transitions in between these angles, therefore the results at nanoscale can indicate the behavior at the longer time scales. As we extended our all-atom simulations an additional 200-300 ns, the barbed end associated with Cdc12 started to visit angles around 178°. Although the probability of these extreme angles was very low in the extended simulations, these simulations showed that these low probability, high energy states can be reached during long simulations. On a millisecond time scale (a few thousand times longer than current simulations) the barbed end interacting with each formin will visit both the open and closed states.

> 3\) Fluctuations and the FH2 dimer\'s ability to explore different conformations are addressed more explicitly in Figure 6 and in the subsection "Conformational mobility of FHT domains is consistent with the strength of intermolecular interactions", where it is written that \"Cdc12 FHT domain explores a smaller area than Bni1 and mDia1 FHT domains\". However, these results seem in contradiction with those of Figure 7, where the FHT of Cdc12 has larger fluctuations and larger displacements than mDia1 and bni1. Please clarify.

The data in Figure 6 from metabasin metadynamics simulations explore different conformations in FH2 domains (different regions of FH2 domains can extend and compress without any restraints). On the other hand, the data in old Figure 7 are from coarse-grained simulations and the conformations of FH2 domains only fluctuate around the equilibrium conformation due to the elastic network. Old Figure 7 only indicates change in the position of FH2 domains with respect to the barbed end of actin filament. The reason we observe large fluctuations for Cdc12 in old Figure 7 is loss of contact between FHT and actin subunit A3 due to the high dielectric constant. We deleted the data from CG simulations with high dielectric constant, because they are confusing and not relevant to the main focus of the paper.

In the revised manuscript we used the CG simulations to test some AA simulation results and to test the effects of electrostatic interactions on FH2 domains at longer times. We tested dielectric constants from 1 to 3 to vary the strength of electrostatic interactions at the protein-protein interfaces. The dielectric constant has the largest effect on Cdc12 FH2 (new Figures 8E, F), consistent with the all-atom simulations showing more salt bridges between Cdc12 and the actin filament than Bni1 or mDia1 (Table 1). These results suggest that the electrostatic interactions are more important during interactions with actin for Cdc12 than Bni1 or mDia1. In addition, the CG simulations showed that the largest conformational difference exists between Cdc12 and mDia1, and Bni1 varies between them at dielectric constant of 3. This trend is similar to the trends observed in the AA results (such as results on the steric hindrance and twist angle distributions), in which the largest differences were found between Cdc12 and mDia1, and Bni1 varied between them.

> 4\) In the Introduction, the gating factor is defined as the \"fraction of the time that the FH2 domains are found in the open state\". This is assumed to be the same as the gating factors determined as the ratio of the formin elongation rate to the free barbed end elongation rate (in the absence of profilin). However, equating these two definitions relies on one important hypothesis: that the on-rate constant for monomer addition is the same for a free barbed end and for an open-state formin barbed end. This should be specified. It should also be discussed in light of the present results: does this hypothesis appear valid, now that we know more about the conformations adopted by the filament in interaction with an FH2 dimer?

Thanks for this helpful suggestion. We revised the Discussion to include the assumption that collision rate constant is the same for actin monomers interacting with a free barbed end and the open-state of a barbed end with a formin. In response to the reviewer's insight, we added to the Discussion that the "available experimental measurements cannot distinguish between open states adding subunits with the normal rate constant or a larger population of open states adding subunits slower than free barbed ends." The discussion of this point goes on to say "Normally the probability that a collision between a diffusing actin monomer and the barbed end of a filament results in binding is high (\~2%) \[Drenckhahn and Pollard, 1986\]. Gating should not change the rate constant for collisions with the end of a filament associated with an FH2 domain, but the probability of binding will be less than 2% depending on the particular formin."

> 5\) Gating is a schematic, all-or-nothing frame to work in. For instance, the open and closed states are generally defined by the 167° versus 180° twists of the filament. These extreme angles do not appear to be reached in the simulations, which thus seem to describe intermediate situations. Please comment. For example, should we rather consider a continuum of states, with different on-rate constants for the addition of actin monomers?

Thanks again for raising this interesting point. The revised Discussion explains that the formin actin filament complexes undergo continuous thermal motions that allow them to sample a range of conformations including open and closed states, a continuum as suggested by the reviewer. The probability of visiting any state depends on the free energy difference between the equilibrium state and other higher energy states. Extreme states are visited less often than the equilibrium state. Our results show that on a nanosecond time scale each formin favors a different equilibrium state for the barbed end such as Cdc12 favoring larger helical twist angles than Bni1. On time scales relevant to actin filament elongation, barbed ends will visit a wide range of conformations, but the distributions will differ such that barbed ends with Cdc12 will be in closed conformations most of the time, while ends with mDia1 are in open conformations most of the time, but both reach extreme angles a fraction of the time at longer time scales. The section concludes, "Therefore, the gating factor is a time-average of the degree to which the formin compromises subunit addition rather than literally being in 'open' or 'closed' states."

> 6\) The simulations do not impose any constraint (boundary conditions) on the last subunits (A6 and A7 in the seven-mer) which thus correspond to the free pointed ends of very short filaments. The results (e.g. Figure 4 on twist angles) indicate that changes in conformation propagate over several subunits. One would then expect different results for longer filaments, which could perhaps be simulated by imposing the canonical filament conformation as a boundary condition. Please comment on this limitation of the model. How would the results extrapolate to longer filaments?

Our simulations show that the strongest effects of FH2 domain on the helical twist are on actin subunits that interact with FH2 domains. Actin subunits close to the pointed end of seven-mer filaments have twist angles close to 167° (Figure 4---figure supplement 1). Thus, the conformation of the free pointed end is similar to a canonical filament without imposing a constraint.

> 7\) FH2 dimer detachment from barbed ends (Figure 8) is quite puzzling. What should one make of this? Do the authors expect this result to correspond to formin detachment from barbed ends (which appears to have a very low off-rate constant in experiments) or does it illustrate a limitation of the coarse grain method?

The high dielectric constant of 5 in our previous CG simulations of five-mers caused all of the FH2 domains to detach from barbed ends, likely an artifact. The revised manuscript focuses on CG simulations of seven-mer filaments, since we parameterized the CG model with AA trajectories of seven-mer filaments. We tested the importance of electrostatic interactions by varying dielectric constant in the CG simulations. The new results with ε = 3 (Figures 8 and 9) support the importance of electrostatic interactions, with the largest effect on the conformation of Cdc12 FH2--actin complex.

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> Overall, the goal is of this paper, to use MD to test models of formin gating is an important one. However, the approach and presentation leave a lot to be desired. The topic is suited for a broader audience but the paper is not written with a broad audience in mind. Connecting the data to the model, simply in terminology, would have helped.

Thanks for sharing your problems with understanding the manuscript. We authors were also concerned that the manuscript was a complicated collection of information without a good story line. Empowered by new data, which clarified the mechanisms, we completely reorganized, rewrote and condensed the manuscript to present the work more clearly for a general audience. We are much happier with the revised figures and text and hope that the reviewer agrees.

> Is the structure with a 5mer of actin expected to relax into a \"closed\" state? Is the structure with the 7mer of actin forced into an \"open\" state?

Neither structure was forced into an "open" or "closed" state. The structures with five-mer and seven-mer filaments correspond to the states before and after addition of a new actin subunit, respectively. We focus on understanding how the FH2 domains of three formins with different gating factors interact with the barbed ends of actin filament in both of those states. Our aim was to determine the underlying mechanisms (e.g. the barbed-end configuration or steric interference) that slow actin filament elongation.

> This brings up questions about steric clashes observed when AA MD calculations were performed -- Shouldn\'t the clashes be disallowed?

Thanks for asking. Of course, steric clashes were not allowed or observed in the MD simulations. After performing the MD simulations, we evaluated if the FH2 domains occupied any positions creating steric clashes with incoming actin subunits.

> In general, the data are presented as lists, leaving it to the reader to interpret everything and/or guess how the authors are interpreting the data. My read doesn\'t agree with the final conclusions of the authors but I can\'t figure out why. For example, when looking at contacts, Bni1 was often more like Cdc12, which fits with the published gating data. However, when considering actin orientation, Bni1 was more like mDia1. Yet, the authors conclude that their data agree well with experimental gating data and that both steric clashes and actin twisting play a role in gating.

We extended the simulations and collected much additional data that greatly clarified the picture. Both the extent of steric interference and flattening of the actin helix scale with the gating factors and the abilities of the three formins to inhibit elongation, while other parameters including buried surface area and numbers of contacts between the formins and actin do not. These data make it much easier to explain the results in the revised manuscript and to draw multiple firm conclusions in the Discussion.

> The paper was originally criticized for being entirely computational. The authors counter that the data correlate nicely with \"wet\" data in the literature.

The literature already contains extensive experimental information on gating without a mechanistic explanation. Our simulation results provide two mechanisms that can explain the experimental observations and can be used to design better experiments in the future.

> The correlations aren\'t as clean as the authors would have us believe.

We carried out longer all-atom simulations and multiple independent simulations with random initial velocities. The new data (Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6) strengthen the relationship between the experimental gating factors (mDia1 \> Bni1 \> Cdc12) and the effects of the three types of FH2 domains on the helical twist of the barbed end and on steric clashes with incoming actin subunits.

> Further, they remain merely correlations until someone demonstrates that a manipulation to the proteins (in vitro and/or in silico) produces the predicted results. Along these lines, some of the work felt circular.

Our studies demonstrate that gating involves complicated, global conformational changes that are not amenable to perturbation by simple mutations. For example, even swapping linkers between these three formins failed to change gating \[Paul and Pollard, 2009\]. Therefore, we end the Discussion arguing that structural and biophysical studies are more likely than mutational analysis to advance our understanding of gating.

> It might have helped if the authors used the other co-crystal published (FMNL/actin) in addition to the Bni1/actin structure.

Thompson et al., 2013 determined a 3.4 Å crystal structure of a dimer of FMNL3 FH2 domains bound to actin. This structure has a two-fold axis of symmetry between physically separated actin subunits, so it is less informative regarding the structure of FH2 domains bound to a helical actin filament than the Bni1-FH2-actin structure, upon which Baker et al., 2015 and we have based our models for MD simulations. However, the contacts between the FMNL3 FH2 domain and actin are similar to those made by the Bni1-FH2 domains, as we now note in the text with a reference to Thompson et al. We plan a separate study of the FMNL3 FH2 bound to an actin filament.

Mutations of formin FMNL3 had implicated the post and lasso regions in gating: mutations K800A and R782A in the post and R570A in the lasso slowed actin filament elongation, presumably by increasing the gating factor of \~0.4 \[1\]. During AA simulations of five-mer filaments, flattening of the barbed end by Cdc12 FH2 was strongly correlated with the number of contacts between actin subunits A2 and A3 and the post regions of both FHT and FHL (Figure 5---figure supplement 2 and Supplementary file 3). The sharp increase in the number of contacts for twist angles \>173° is also seen as an abrupt change in the time course data in Figure 5D (blue line is contacts between FHL post and A2). This correlation does not establish causality, but the additional contacts may provide the free energy change for the unfavorable change in the conformation of the filament. On the other hand, the contacts between the Cdc12 FH2 lasso or knob regions of Cdc12 and actin subunits A2 and A3 did not change as the filament flattened (Figure 5---figure supplement 1). During these simulations, neither Bni1 nor mDia1 caused a large change in the twist angles or the numbers of contacts of the knob, lasso or post regions with actin (Figure 5---figure supplements 1 and 3 and Supplementary file 3).

> A second criticism was about focus on elongation/gating, which was not a concern for me. However, the authors state the FH1 domains can overcome the effect of gating but this study is done in the absence of FH1 domains, raising the question of how valuable it is. This is a point that needs to be addressed.

Our statement "Formin FH1 domains can overcome the effects of gating and increase the rate of actin elongation" was misleading. The point is that concentrating profilin-actin on FH1 domains and transferring actin rapidly to barbed ends allows filaments to elongate faster, *in spite of gating*. We addressed this comment in the Introduction of the revised manuscript:

"Rapid transfer of actin from FH1 domains onto open barbed ends allows filaments to elongate rapidly, in spite of gating".
